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Abstract
Today it is common to work with several computers and mobile computing de-
vices. Since there is a need to exchange data between the devices several HCI ap-
proaches for cross-device data exchange have been made. However, little is known
about about the differences in between these techniques. Also little is known about
the users’ behavior in regard to cross-device data exchange. In this thesis we re-
searched the users behavior in regard to today’s common cross-device data ex-
change methods and discovered that there was room for improvements. Our sur-
vey with 140 participants showed there was still the need of improvement, espe-
cially for data exchange for mobile devices. We also researched in cross-device
data exchange HCI approaches and created a classification by interaction for those
techniques. We chose five HCI approaches which we first evaluated with small
modifications in a contextual inquiry. Afterwards we compared three of them with
today’s data exchange methods in a user study and found significant differences in
the time participants needed to exchange data.
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U¨berblick
Heutzutage ist es u¨blich mit mehreren Computern zu arbeiten und daher ist es
notwendig, Daten zwischen den Computern austauschen zu ko¨nnen. Es wurden
viele Konzepte vorgestellt um den Datenaustauschen zu verbessern und zu erle-
ichtern. Worin sich die unterschiedlichen Konzepte unterscheiden und wo ihre
Sta¨rken liegen, wurde bisher nicht erforscht. Ebenso wenig ist bekannt, wie Nutzer
heutzutage eigentlich Daten austauschen und warum sie sich fu¨r bestimmte Meth-
oden entschieden haben. In dieser Arbeit stellen wir unsere Umfrage mit 140 Teil-
nehmern u¨ber den Datenaustausch zwischen Computern und anderen Gera¨ten vor
und zeigen auf, wo es noch Verbesserungsbedarf gibt. Außerdem pra¨sentieren
wir unsere Evaluierungen von Interaktionstechniken fu¨r den Datenaustausch. Wir
haben fu¨nf Interaktionstechniken ausgewa¨hlt, die wir Nutzern in einer Befragung
pra¨sentiert haben. Die drei vielversprechensten Interaktionstechniken haben wir
dann in einer Nutzerstudie mit zwei herko¨mmlichen Austauschmethoden ver-
glichen. Dabei haben wir deutliche Unterschiede bezu¨glich der beno¨tigten Zeit
fu¨r einen Datenaustausch zwischen den Techniken gefunden.
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Throughout this thesis we use the following conventions.
Text conventions
Definitions of technical terms or short excursus are set off
in coloured boxes.
EXCURSUS:
Excursus are detailed discussions of a particular point in
a book, usually in an appendix, or digressions in a writ-
ten text.
Definition:
Excursus
Historical hint are set in blue boxes.
2011: End of diploma thesis
The whole thesis is written in American English.
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Introduction
A study from Dearman and Pierce [2008] indicates that to-
day people are interacting in average with 5.96 computing
devices. So there is a need to exchange data between the de-
vices, to share them or to continue one’s work with another
device. Because of this need there were a lot of HCI ap-
proaches and commercial products presented over the last
decades to solve it. Every two or three years new HCI ap-
proaches are presented. Sometimes these got revisited or
enhanced but most of them have never been tested in user
studies or compared with other exchange techniques. In
other parts of HCI there are good evaluations between dif-
ferent interaction techniques but for cross-device data ex-
change there is only little research that tries to compare and
evaluate the different HCI approaches.
There is one paper by Nacenta et al. [2005] that focused on
multi display reaching which can be seen as part of cross-
device data exchange. However this is only a small aspect There exists only one
evaluation, yet.of cross-device data exchange because they regard only
techniques which support the exchange for two nearby dis-
plays. But not all the cross data exchange is nearby and im-
mediate. So all exchange methods which did not support
the exchange directly between two displays were not con-
sidered.
Not only the HCI approaches for cross-device data ex-
change are quite undiscovered but the users’ practices in re-
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gard to cross-device data exchange are quite undiscovered,
too. There are studies that explore the users’ copy&paste
behavior within applications [Stolee et al., 2009] and re-
search about how many computing devices users possess
and use every day [Dearman and Pierce, 2008] but little is
known about how the users exchange data between their
devices in practice.
In this work we want to investigate which cross-device data
exchange methods were proposed over the last decades
and which of them have already been evaluated. We want
to analyze which of the proposed exchange methods are
up-to-date and which of them are outdated or need to
be changed to fulfill today’s requirements. All changesAll possible user
feedback is used. and modifications we test in the interaction design process
which was presented by Dix et al. [2004] (Figure 1.1). We
will use every cycle of the process to get feedback from the
users in regard to the interaction method before we do our
final study with the interaction methods that are left.
But we do not only want to focus on the HCI approaches.
We also want to discover how the users exchange data to-
day between their devices to get a better understanding
how future HCI approaches can satisfy the users’ needs.
Hence we want to discover which exchange methods users
use and why they use them. Understanding the users and
how they do their daily tasks is important and needed to
understand cross-device data exchange methods. Often
HCI approaches are too much focused on proposing some-
thing new instead of proposing something that users really
want or need.
1.1 Research goals
Our research goal is to find out which cross-device data ex-
change methods have been proposed over the year. We
want to analyze and compare the different approaches to
see what they have in common and if it is possible to com-
pare them with each other. We will make a study to com-
pare exchange methods which are comparable on an equal
level.
1.2 Chapter overview 3
What is 
wanted? Analysis Design
Implement 
& deploy
Prototype
what is there 
vs.
what is wanted
Evaluation
Figure 1.1: The interaction design process suggested by Dix et al. [2004]
In addition we want to discover how the users exchange
their data today. We want to find the reasons why they use
certain exchange methods and what they like about these
methods. But we also want to discover the weak points
which annoy the users to show where there is still need for
enhancement and new ideas.
1.2 Chapter overview
We structured our work as follows:
Chapter 2 In this chapter we present the related work.
First we present cross-device data exchange techniques in
chronological order. We also give hints which commercial
products were available at this time to lighten the under-
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standing for the HCI approach. We also talk about other
evaluations in regard to cross-device data exchange. We
present the other evaluations and the aspect they have fo-
cused on.
Chapter 3 In this chapter we classify the different pre-
sented HCI approaches and we constrain the list of ex-
change techniques. We discuss weaknesses of certain ex-
change techniques and discuss why some of the exchange
techniques do not work as the authors have proposed. We
also introduce some modifications in regard to some ex-
change methods so that they fulfill today’s requirements or
abstract the technique.
Chapter 4 First we present the contextual inquiry we
made to get feedback for the changes we made and to get
a first reaction from the users so that we could focus on the
most promising cross-device data exchange techniques. We
present the observations we made. After this we describe
the survey with 140 participants we made. We present the
design of the survey before we show the results. Then we
discuss our findings and show where is room for improve-
ment.
Chapter 5 In this chapter we present our study where we
compared cross-device data exchange methods with each
other. First we talk about the study setup and how we im-
plemented the different exchange methods. Then we show
our results and the differences we could find between the
different exchange methods. Afterwards we discuss possi-
ble reasons for these findings.
Chapter 6 This is the final chapter of this thesis. We sum-
marize our work and repeat our most important findings.
Then we present possible future work and which aspects
need to be explored more.
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Related work
In this chapter we will first present you the history of cross-
device data exchange with the different approaches and
ideas developed. We decided for a chronological order be-
cause the ideas and trends evolved with the development
of technology. In the second part of this chapter we will
present previous evaluations about this topic.
2.1 History of cross-device data exchange
Over the years there were a lot of ideas how to improve
cross-device copy and paste. In this chapter we will intro-
duce previous approaches.
1971: First commercial floppy disk available
1995: First CD Recorder under 1000$
One of the earliest HCI approaches was developed by Jun
Rekimoto [1997]. It is a pen-based direct manipulation tech- Pick-and-Drop is a
pen based exchange
method.
nique called “Pick-and-Drop”. This technique is an extrap-
olation of drag-and-drop, a popular technique to move files
and icons on a computer to a pen based interface. To pick
up data the user taps with the pen tip on the object and lifts
the pen from the surface (Figure 2.1 a). After this the pen tip
holds the object which is symbolized by a shadow (Figure
6 2 Related work
2.1 b). The user moves the pen tip to the designated des-
tination and releases the object by taping the screen again.
This gesture could be done within the same screen or be-
tween different devices to copy data from one device to
another. The user gets the impression to work with real
objects which are attached to the pen tip while the data is
copied over the network. To differentiate the pens each pen
has a unique ID.
Figure 2.1: Scheme of picking data up with Pick-and-Drop:
(a) The pen contacts the surface and the icon is selected.
(b) Pen is lifted, the icon is attached to the tip and gets
raised, symbolized by shadow. (c) Pen is moved away from
the surface and the icon disappears. Taken from Rekimoto
[1997].
Another concept of sharing multimedia data called “medi-
aBlocks” was designed at MIT by Ullmer et al. [1998]. Me-
diaBlocks are small wooden blocks with a unique ID which
should support the transport and exchange of media be-
tween media devices. It supports network printer, projec-MediaBlocks support
all kinds of media
data.
tors, video cameras, digital whiteboards and desktop com-
puters (Figure 2.2). Each device has to be equipped with a
slot for recognizing the mediaBlock. When a mediaBlock
is put in a slot of a camera the camera starts recording and
sends the data to a media server. By removing the media-
Block the recording stops immediately, by putting the same
mediaBlock into a media presentation device like a projec-
tor the server starts to playback the recorded media data
on the projector. When the block is removed the playback
gets halted. If a mediaBlock is put into a slot mounted on a
desktop computer a GUI pops up at the position the slot is
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mounted on the display (Figure 2.3). Now the user can add
and remove data, regardless which kind it is, from the block
by drag and drop. So it is possible to use the mediaBlock
for data transportation like today with a USB flash drive, to
put any kind of data onto the block and use it to transport
data. So the mediaBlocks are able to exchange data between
computers, media sources, displays and printers.
Figure 2.2: Design space of the mediaBlocks showing the
concept of sources, manipulators, displays and gateways.
Taken from Ullmer et al. [1998].
A concept of using daily objects to transport data was made
by Konomi et al. [1999]. This concept “passage” is an ex- Passage uses real
world objects to
transport data.
pansion from the i-LAND [Streitz et al., 1999] concept to a
complete building and is based on roomware components.
So the user is able to connect real world objects with vir-
tual components. In the passage concept the user could put
a physical object on a bridge. A bridge is a special device
which is able to differentiate objects either by weight or by
an electronic ID. After the physical object is identified the
user sees a virtual bridge on his desktop and can exchange
data with drag and drop (Figure 2.4). The data is not stored
on the physical object and is copied in a database, acces-
sible via network, instead. Actually, the physical object is
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Figure 2.3: The different kind of slots to use the mediaBlocks (left picture). Putting
a mediaBlock into a whiteboard and printing the data for a handout (middle pic-
ture). (right picture) A mediaBlock in a computer transfer slot showing the transfer
window to manage the data on the mediaBlock. Taken from Ullmer et al. [1998].
only the identifier to find those data in the database but
the user gets the impression that the data is really stored
on the object. If he loads data on an object and moves to
another room to show these data to a colleague, the data
shows up immediately after the object is identified by the
bridge. This whole concept should make the whole data
exchange as simple as carrying paper by providing the pos-
sibility to use every object for data transportation.
Figure 2.4: After the passenger has been detected by the
bridge, the virtual bridge is showed and the user can add
and remove data with drag and drop. Taken from Konomi
et al. [1999].
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In the same year Rekimoto and Saitoh [1999] presented the
augmented surfaces, a computer augmented environment
that allows collaborated work and data exchange for meet-
ing rooms. It is based on a marker recognition system. With Hyperdragging
supports two
exchange methods
for collaborative
work.
this approach they introduced a new interaction technique
called “hyperdragging” and the possibility to attach digital
data on physical objects to connect the physical and dig-
ital space. The idea is that meeting rooms are equipped
with tabletops and wall sized displays which can be used as
workspace extensions for portable computers or as shared
workspace for collaborative tasks. For collaborative tasks
each user brings his own portable computer into the meet-
ing room where the camera-based marker recognition sys-
tem is installed. By reading the visual markers on the com-
puter, the system can distinguish the different devices and
knows their current location on the table. When a user now
wants to present or share his data he uses his normal input
devices, as for example the mouse, and presses the cursor
on the desired object and drags it towards the edge of the
display. When the object reaches the boarder it will migrate
from the mobile computer to the tabletop (Figure 2.5). Now
the user can use the input device to place the data on the ta-
ble wherever he desires. In the same way it is possible to
put data onto a mobile computer or onto a wall size display.
As in the passage concept it is possible to attach digital data
to physical objects. An object only needs a visual marker
attached and then it is possible to attach data on it by drag-
ging the data on this object. When the object is removed
from the recognition area the data will disappear and will
be saved on a network server. The data will show up again
when the object is put back in the recognition area either
it is the same or a different recognition area in a another
room.
2000: First commercial USB flash drives
An approach in a completely different direction was made
by Hinckley [2003] with his synchronous gestures. This is
a technique which allows two mobile devices to establish a
radio connection to share data by bumping them together
(Figure 2.6). Both devices are equipped with a two-axis lin-
ear accelerometer and a built-in wireless 802.11 network
card. After the devices have been bumped together they
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Figure 2.5: An example for hyperdragging: The user drags
a picture to the edge of his display (first picture) onto the
tabletop (second picture). From this position he drags it
onto the wall sized display to present it (third picture).
Taken from Rekimoto and Saitoh [1999].
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establish a wireless connection. Hinckley describes differ-
ent possibilities how to use this technique to exchange data
between two mobile devices. One idea is that one user can
“pour” data into the another user’s mobile device by an-
gling the mobile device down while they bump the devices
together. The software is then sending the clipboard data
from the one device to the other. There is also a variation
suggested where the bumping is used to exchange business
cards between two devices.
Figure 2.6: Connecting two computers by synchronous ges-
tures. The devices are bumped against each other (picture
a) and are used to display a picture expanded on both de-
vices (picture b). Taken from Hinckley [2003].
An approach similar to Pick-and-Drop was made by
Hinckley et al. [2004] as they introduced the stitching, a
pen gesture for spontaneous data sharing. In their ap-
proach they built a photo sharing application which made
it possible to exchange photos between two mobile pen in-
put devices. To exchange a photo one user starts a pen mo-
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tion on his device until he reaches the edge and then contin-
ues it on the device of the other user (Figure 2.7). Though
this technique looks very similar to Pick-and-Drop there
are still some differences between them. The stitching is
a spontaneous exchange technique where the pen has not
got an ID and so it is not possible to store data on it perma-
nently. With the stitching concept the user can choose in a
menu whether he wants to copy, move or only present the
picture on the other device.
Figure 2.7: Transferring a photo from one device on another
by stitching. Taken from Hinckley et al. [2004].
Another gesture based data exchange method, Toss-It, was
presented by Yatani et al. [2005]. It was designed to ex-
change data between PDAs. To exchange data between two
users the one user has to fulfill the toss gesture. The dis-
tance a digital object can be “thrown” is regulated by the
speed the user tossed the device. When the distance was
correct the data get copied over wireless lan.
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Figure 2.8: Scheme of the Toss-It data exchange. Taken
from Yatani et al. [2005]
Zigelbaum et al. [2008] developed Slurp, a device to grasp
digital objects. In their concept they treat digital informa-
tion as a fluid and so the design of Slurp is quite similar to
a pipette (Figure 2.9). The approach is based on the idea
that in the future it will be possible to attach digital data to
each real world object and as an aid to grab that digital in-
formation they suggest Slurp. But the usage of Slurp is not
limited to that purpose and can also be used to transport
data between two computers similar to a USB flash drive.
The principal idea is that Slurp should be able to copy data
when used on a touchscreen. The touchscreen is then able
to identify the position. When the user squeezes the slurp
a copy command is triggered by a IR signal. Slurp signals
with an LED that it has data loaded. To paste the data the
user has to squeeze again while Slurp is sending the paste
signal via infrared light. Since Zigelbaum et al. did not have
a touchscreen, they emulated the touches by a computer
mouse. So the whole idea of using Slurp as USB drive re-
placement has been never completely tested.
With LightSpace Wilson and Benko [2010] presented an-
other approach of an augmented collaborative environ-
ment. Instead of a camera-based maker system they de-
cided to use a system of multiple depth cameras to al-
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Figure 2.9: An example how Slurp could paste data onto a
screen. Taken from Zigelbaum et al. [2008].
low the user to interact with tabletops and wall sized dis-
plays. This enables the possibility for direct object manip-
ulation and transportation. So they introduced two inter-
action techniques to transport digital objects, the through-
body transport and the “pick up” of objects. Further in
LightSpace it is possible to transport data from one display
surface to another by touching the digital object with the
one hand and touching the desired new position with the
other hand (Figure 2.10). The system recognizes that both
hands belong to one person and then transfers the object
from the one display to the other one. The other technique
is that the user literally drags an object off an interaction
surface. All digital objects in LightSpace have a physics-
like behavior, so it is not necessary to track the hands of a
user. The user can swipe a digital object from the table in
his hand and carry it around and drop it on another surface.
To avoid problems with big digital objects the user will only
carry a small colored ball in his hand which symbolizes the
digital object (Figure 2.11). After releasing it on a surface it
transforms to the digital object again. So these techniques
are more designed for collaborated work or spontaneous
data exchange and it is not possible to transport data over
long distances.
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Figure 2.10: LightSpace’s through-body transport: The user
touches the desired object on the first surface (a) and then
touches the desired destination on the second surface (b).
The data gets transfered from the first surface “through the
body” to the second surface. Taken from Wilson and Benko
[2010].
Figure 2.11: Picking up a digital object in LightSpace by
swiping it in the hand (a-b). When the object is on the hand
it gets symbolized by a red ball to avoid problems with big
object. The user can now carry the data to the other surface.
Taken from Wilson and Benko [2010].
An interaction technique similar to Slurp was presented
by Meerbeek et al. [2010] to share media within a group.
In first place they wanted to find an interaction technique
that allows a group of people to bring in their media de-
vices, for example mobile phones, hard drives, laptops or
digital cameras, and share them in the group as a kind of
shared compilation. So they suggested Pipet, an interac-
tion method for group collaborating and cross-device data
exchange. The Pipet device is 3D printed and contains a
Wii remote controller. They developed a special Windows
Mobile application which made it possible to use the Pipet
for browsing through a photo gallery and to suck up photos
into the Pipet and shoot them onto a LCD TV. The commu-
nication between the smart phone, Pipet and the display is
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managed with a computer. To make the usage easier Pipet
provided a combination of visual, auditory and haptic feed-
backs. When the Pipet is pressed on a mobile phone it starts
to vibrate. When the Pipet is squeezed the vibration stops
and an LED signals that the picture has been sucked in suc-
cessfully. To help the user when aiming a colored cursor is
displayed when Pipet is aiming on the LCD TV. When the
user squeezes Pipet again the photo shoots on the TV and
Pipet plays a sound as the LED is switched off.
Figure 2.12: Left: The different Pipet devices with their dif-
ferent colors. Right: A pictures is selected with Pipet from
a mobile phone. Taken from Meerbeek et al. [2010].
With SPARSH Mistry et al. [2011] presented a migration
from Rekimoto’s Pick-and-Drop on touch devices. The in-
teraction is in general the same. If a user wants to copy an
object he touches it one time and it is copied onto a server.
When the user touches the next time on another device the
data is pasted in the background on this device. Because
the human finger could not be equipped with an ID the
user has to authenticate himself with a gesture signature,
a user-defined pattern which is drawn on the screen.
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2.2 Evaluations of cross-device data ex-
change
While research for new interaction techniques has been
done for years the evaluations about this topic are quite
rare. In fact, there was only one evaluation regarding cross- Multi display
reaching approaches
get evaluated.
device data exchange respectively multi-display reaching
made in 2005 by Nacenta et al. [2005]. The main focus of
this study is multiple display reaching, as it is used for
collaborated working and exchanging data between dis-
plays. They decided to evaluate quantitative performance
for all techniques which support multi display reaching.
For this evaluation Nacenta et al. created a design frame-
work which includes nine different attributes to character-
ize the techniques:
• topology of the underlying interaction space — describes
how the physical space and the virtual space are re-
lated to one another.
• reaching range — describes the the useful range of a
techniques.
• nature of the destination display — describes if a tech-
nique cares about the exact position of the object on
the destination display or not
• feedback provided to the user — describes that a tech-
nique gives feedback to allow the user to correct the
task during he performs it
• input device used — describes the input device that is
needed for the technique
• display and input area requirements — describes if the
technique has any requirements in regard of display
or input area
• implicit privacy rules — describes the privacy that is
given by the technique
• sidedness and symmetry — describes if a technique re-
quires a sender and a receiver (two-sided) or only
needs a sender (one-sided) and if it is possible in both
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directions (symmetric) or only in one direction (asym-
metric)
After sorting the different techniques according their at-
tributes Nacenta et al. decided to put the focus on six tech-
niques:
• Pick-and-Drop
• Corresponding-Gestures — It is very similar to Pick-
and-Drop. Instead of tabbing the object the user
wants to copy he has to make a special predefined
drawing gesture. To release the object on the desired
destination he has to draw the gesture again.
• Radar View — In Radar View the user gets a small map
from the destination display. Then he can place the
objects he wants to exchange on the desired position
of the other display.
• Panthograph — In this technique the user points with
the pen on the object he wants to exchange and then
makes a pen movement towards the desired destina-
tion. This technique needs knowledge about how the
two displays are positioned to each other.
• Slingshot — Is similar to Pantograph but instead of
making a pen movement towards the desired desti-
nation the user has to make a pen movement away
from the desired destination like drawing a bow.
• Press-and-Flick — In this technique the user first
chooses the distance he wants to move the object by
pen pressure and afterwards he defines the direction
by a single stroke towards the desired destination.
Another technique which is mentioned in this work but
was not evaluated is the “wormhole”. A “wormhole” has
an entrance and an exit which are set at the beginning. To
exchange data the user has only to drop the files in the en-
trance of the “wormhole” and they will be copied to the exit
of the “wormhole”.
Unfortunately Nacenta et al. did not published a complete
list of all techniques including their attributes and so it is
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difficult to judge the reasons for picking these six candi-
dates. According their to their opinions these candidates Study consists of two
experiments.were the most relevant techniques for boardroom scenar-
ios and due to practical limitations they were not able to
choose more. Most of these techniques were developed for
large displays or to navigate with multiple displays. This is
reflected in the experiment setup (Figure 2.13). There were
two experiments for this study. First, the “within hand’s
reach” experiment where the user had to exchange icons
between a tablet and a table in close position (A in Fig-
ure 2.13). The second experiment was the “beyond hand’s
reach”. There the user had to sit at the opposite side on
the table. So the distance between the tablet and the dis-
play surface was quite large (B in Figure 2.13). For each ex-
periment they tested a different group and no participant
was tested in both setups. In the “within hand’s reach”
test they tested 10 persons with 72 training trails and 288
test trails. For the “beyond hand’s reach” test Nacenta et
al. tested 8 persons with 48 training trails and 240 test trails.
In the “within hand’s reach” Radar Views and Pick-and-
Drop performed best. In the second test Pick-and-Drop was
excluded reasoned by the fact that a user had to stand up
to perform the task. So again Radar Views performed best
in the second test.
The suggested performance tests for these techniques com-
paring, time, error rate and efficiency seem to be convinc-
ing but are only applicable for multi-display reaching tech-
niques.
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Figure 2.13: Nacenta et al. ’s experiment setup: In the first
within hand’s reach experiment the user has to exchange
icons between tablet A and the active surface. In the second
beyond hand’s reach experiment the user has to exchange
icons between tablet B and the active surface. Taken from
Nacenta et al. [2005]
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Chapter 3
Classification and
redesign of proposed
exchange techniques
As seen in the previous chapter there are different ap-
proaches and ideas regarding cross-device data exchange.
Some authors see the cross-device data exchange between
different devices as “well studied” in the work of Nacenta
et al. [2005] but as we have seen in 2.2—“Evaluations of
cross-device data exchange” this is not completely right.
This study covers only a small part and techniques for per-
manent storage but long distance exchange, etc. are still
undiscovered. For about 10 years USB flash drives have
been available. Why are they so successful? Is it possible to
improve the data exchange?
3.1 Classification by interaction of the
common exchange techniques
Before we started with the evaluation we tried to classify
the different techniques to see what they have in common,
where there are parallels and what is maybe missing. At Classifications from
the earlier evaluation
do not fit.
the start we took a closer look at the classifications intro-
duced by Nacenta et al. [2005]. They defined a topology
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considering the virtual and physical space. So they ar-
ranged their reviewed candidates in four groups depend-
ing on the working space: Virtual space, coupled virtual and
physical space, physical space and discrete. For multi-display
reaching techniques this is actually a quite good topology
but for data exchange techniques in general it seems not to
work. For example a USB flash memory is a physical de-
vice but it is not coupled with the virtual space. According
to the topology it has to be discrete. The mediaBlocks were
sorted by Naventa et al. in the coupled virtual and physical
space class. This is the same class that would be used for the
Pick-and-Drop. So it seems with this topology that the me-
diaBlocks are more similar to Pick-and-Drop than to a USB
flash memory. We decided to build our own two dimen-
sional classification space. Generally for all techniques we
distinguished between direct and indirect manipulation.
DIRECT MANIPULATION:
All techniques where the user can directly manipulate a
digital object with his fingers, hands or a pointing device
like a pen are defined as direct manipulation techniques.
The user gets the impression to manipulate the object di-
rectly like a real world object.
Definition:
direct manipulation
INDIRECT MANIPULATION:
All techniques where the user cannot directly manipulate
a digital object and needs a tool, like a mouse or a key-
board, are defined as indirect manipulation techniques.
The user has the impression to work in a virtual world
which he cannot access directly.
Definition:
indirect manipulation
This distinguisher builds the first dimension of our classi-
fication space. For the second dimension we distinguish
between attributes of the object: File system extension, GUI
support, gesture and physical device.
FILE SYSTEM EXTENSION (FS EXTENSION):
A device, remote folder or method, that includes itself
into the file system and is only accessible via the file sys-
tem.
Definition:
File system
extension (fs
extension)
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GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE SUPPORT
(GUI SUPPORT):
The technique has a special graphical user interface
(GUI) that assists the user in the data exchange process.
With this GUI the user can avoid to use the file system
and the task of exchanging data gets simplified.
Definition:
Graphical user
interface support
(GUI support)
GESTURE:
The technique uses a special gesture either to establish a
connection between two devices or to exchange the data.
Definition:
Gesture
PHYSICAL DEVICE:
This is an attribute for all techniques where the data is
somehow connected with the physical device and the de-
vice is needed for the data exchange. A simple example
for this is the USB flash memory.
Definition:
Physical device
According to these attributes we classified all previously
presented approaches in a diagram (Figure 3.1). As can
be seen in this diagram there has not been a technique yet
which tried to combine direct manipulation with GUI sup-
port. All approaches avoided to be a simple file system
extension. As well can be seen that there is no approach
trying to combine direct manipulation with a file system.
Obviously most systems which have been developed for
direct manipulation try to avoid classical file systems as for
example modern tablet computers like Apple’s iPad. Most
techniques which need a physical device try to support the
user with a graphical user interface. The hyperdragging
is a special case because it offers a direct data exchange be-
tween two computers as well as using an object to transport
data and exchange them. Also it is interesting that gesture
based techniques avoid physical devices vice versa.
LONG DISTANCE TRANSPORT:
With long distance transport we define all kinds of data
transportations which are not immediate, whether be-
cause of a long spatial distance or of a long time distance
within the copy and past commands.
Definition:
Long distance
transport
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Furthermore, we created a table 3.1 with an overview over
the different techniques and their abilities. For obvious rea-
sons most of the techniques based on gestures are not suit-
able for long distance transport and it is not possible to ex-
change private data because the data is visible for all people
in the same room. Of course, this is an advantage for shar-
ing data within a group which is needed for collaborated
work. Approaches with a physical device seem to be bet-
ter suited for a long distance transport because the physical
object is a kind of representative for the digital data. This
leads to the question: “Do users really favor a physical de-
vice?”.
The aspect of sharing data within a group seems to be more
difficult to narrow it down. For example, is a USB flash
drive really suitable for sharing data within a group? One
can argue that you can give it around within a group and
everybody can copy the data onto his mobile computer. But
comparing this with handing out a paper which was dupli-
cated before a meeting, the exchange of data via USB flash
drive seems to be very complicated and extensive. So we
decided to define group sharing as followed:
GROUP SHARING:
A technique supports group sharing if it is possible to
share data with more than two people, nearly as simple
as handing out paper, so that each person gets his own
copy.
Definition:
Group sharing
So just presenting data to a group by using a device to
present the data on a big display or a projector is not group
sharing, it is only presenting without providing a copy of
the data for each person. In contrast to the long distance Approaches for
collaborative work
support group
sharing.
exchange, the gesture based techniques are mostly well de-
signed for group sharing as they were developed for collab-
orating tasks. The Pipet device was developed for sharing
data in a group but actually only provides the possibility to
present data to a group on a screen. Though there were no
hints in the original approach, we classified it as not group
sharing capable. According to the original design Pick-and-
Drop also is not not able to exchange data within a group.
Although some small changes would be enough to make
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Pick-and-Drop suitable for group sharing, we classified it
based on the original approach.
Another aspect of data sharing and transportation is the
privacy aspect. According to Shen et al. [2003] data in col-
laborative environments can be classified as public, personal
and private. They defined all data as public which is visi-
ble, accessible and editable by the members of a group that
work collaboratively together. Further they declared per-
sonal data as data which is visible for the members of the
group but is not accessible or editable. Personal data can be
compared with papers a person takes to a meeting. All par-
ticipants of the meeting can see that there are papers but
the papers are only accessible by their owner. So all data
which is hidden for the other members of the group is de-
clared as private. Private data is normally stored on private
devices like a laptop or a mobile phone. Therefore those
devices are normally kept privately and are not used for
data exchange. Since Shen et al. focused on collaborative
environments only, we cannot take it over for all the differ-
ent techniques. Hence we distinguish the devices only in
the capability of private data exchange which we define as
followed:
PRIVATE DATA EXCHANGE:
A technique which provides the possibility, so that a user
can exchange private data between two devices, without
a third person being able to see or access those data, then
it is private data exchange.
Definition:
private data
exchange
Exchange methods which were designed for collaborative
works have a lack of private data exchange. They are so
designed that everybody around the table or in the same
room can see the data that is exchanged. In contrast to
the method that requires a physical device, they are well
suited for private data exchange. It seems to be that con-
trolling a physical device makes it easier to control the data
exchange. This leads to the question: “Does the user feel it
the same way? Does he have the feeling to be more in con-
trol of his data?” During our studies we have to investigate
in this aspect.
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Technique Long distance Group sharing Private data
transport exchange
Pick-and-Drop yes no yes
MediaBlocks yes no yes
Passage yes no yes
Hyperdragging yes yes no
Sync Gestures no yes limited yes
Stitching no yes yes
Toss-It no yes yes
Slurp yes no yes
Lightspace no yes no
Pipet no no yes
SPARSH yes no yes
Table 3.1: Overview of the different classification attributes
for the different HCI approaches
3.2 Pen related interaction techniques
Some of the already presented approaches were designed
for pen input devices like the Pick-and-Drop or the Stitch-
ing. Other devices are only on the second view similar to
a pen like the Slurp or the Pipet. In this section we want
to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the differ-
ent techniques and propose some changes in regard to the
evaluation. On touchscreens
tabbing has a
different meaning
than in
Pick-and-Drop.
The Pick-and-Drop is the earliest approach and was devel-
oped during a time in which pen input devices like per-
sonal organizers were seen as the future of mobile comput-
ing. Since Apple introduced the iPhone in 2007 the idea
of personal organizing has changed and so pen input got
quite unpopular and was replaced by touchscreens. With
the introduction of touchscreens not only pen input got un-
popular, also the behavior and expectation regarding the
device changed. So the tap which was proposed by Reki-
moto is used to start an application or to open a file. Hence
using the tap for coping data would be quite confusing for
experienced users. Another problem is that this technique
only allows to transport one object at once. This is a typical
scenario when copying data between currently running ap-
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plications as Stolee et al. [2009] explored about users copy
& paste habits. Stolee et al. described this pattern as isola-
tion pattern where only one object is moved from a source
application to a destination application. The short distance
cross-device scenarios are similar. We can easily imagine to
copy a file from the personal device on a wall sized display
to show something to a group or to hand over a document
to a college. Although the long distance transport is pos-
sible with Pick-and-Drop, the scenario of transporting only
one file seems to be a special case. For example, a student
who works at a university computer and wants to take his
file with him, will often have more than one document he
wants to transport. Another problem is to transport data
spontaneously when data has already been collected. Then
the user has to decide which data he wants to transport.
Even without any user study we can conclude that the user
will not like this.
Still there are more problematic aspects with the Pick-and-
Drop approach. In the original approach this technique is
implemented as a cut and paste mechanism. When liftingPick-and-Drop is
implemented as
cut&paste.
the pen tip the picked file disappears on the source display.
When the pen tip touches the destination the file is copied
to this device. Since Stolee et al. discovered that only about
three percent of the clipboard usage are cut commands it
seems to be that cut & paste is not the ideal method for
exchanging data. Also the pen cannot be used for other
tasks until the data exchange is finished. All these issues
lead to the idea that Pick-and-Drop could be seen as kind
of clipboard synchronization and its purpose is more the
short distance transport. With the fact that it is proposed
as a cut & paste mechanism we doubt that this reflects the
daily work flow in offices, universities and schools.
Rekimoto never evaluated the Pick-and-Drop but it was
evaluated by Nacenta et al. in their study. The results fromPick-and-Drop
already was
evaluated.
Nacenta et al. studies underlines that is more designed for
a short distance transport and to bring a file from one de-
vice to another when they are co-located. In this task the
Pick-and-Drop performed very well. When taking a closer
look in which direction the Pick-and-Drop developed, we
can see that Rekimoto and his team used it more and more
as a collaborative tool for discussing and presenting on a
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white board instead of exchanging files between different
computers.
The problem with stitching is that it is only designed for
mobile pen input devices. Since pen input devices are
not so popular anymore and have been replaced by touch-
screen, mobile devices with pen input are really seldom. Stitching allows the
user to keep a social
distance.
Originally Hinckley et al. designed this gesture for physical
proximity reasons. They wanted to introduce a technique
which allowed users to fulfill collaborative tasks and keep-
ing a social distance which feels comfortable. So maybe a
user allows another unknown person to make a pen stripe
on his device but will he feel comfortable to let the un-
known person touch the device? Also Hinckely et al. de-
veloped more gestures than the pen stroke gesture which
were normally not done by finger input like a lasso gesture,
for example. In general we think this whole approach has
its strengthen more in the spontaneous device connection
than in data exchange techniques. Although it is the only
approach that cares about physical proximity.
Figure 3.2: Pipette concept for data exchange
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When we started with this thesis we also thought about
building a pipette device. During our literature research
we found two approaches, Pipet and Slurp, which were in-
spired by the idea of pipette. Both of them had the idea
of treating data as a liquid and so they decided to de-
sign the mechanism for “sucking” the data in similar to
a pipette. Zigelbaum et al. decided to copy the rubber
ball of a pipette and hide the electronics inside it whereas
Meerbeek et al. decided for a foam ball as spring and a 3D
printed mechanism.
Figure 3.3: Concept similar to a pipette
The Slurp concept was actually designed to grab digital in-
formation from physical objects and only later it was real-
ized that it could also be used to transport data betweenSlurp was never
tested. different devices. Zigelbaum et al. claimed that a touch-
screen display would be able to recognize the position of
the Slurp device and so it could be used to transport data.
In their own tests they did not have a touchscreen and emu-
lated the touch by bringing the mouse cursor to the position
the touch would occur. So in fact it was not really proved
that this concept works and it was never evaluated.
For the Pipet a small evaluation was made where users
compared it with a gyromouse. The focus of the evalua-
tion was the group experience and not so much the data
exchange. So this study cannot provide us any useful hints
or data for our studies.
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Since the idea of a pipette device was never evaluated re-
garding data exchange we decided to test this kind of con-
cept. During our design phase we decided that the use of
a stylus pen like in the Pick-and-Drop concept would be
the best solution for precise navigation. Then we thought
about the size of such a device and the position of the bulb.
Of course a mechanism for collecting data does not need to
create a vacuum and so there is no reason to put the bulb at
the end of the device. Also other mechanisms like buttons
or sliders could be used. Hence we decided to ask the user
which kind of device he would prefer before comparing it
with other devices.
3.3 USB flash memory enhancement
For ten years the USB flash memory has been available as
commercial product. It got faster and smaller but stayed
nearly unchanged. Actually, there is no analysis about USB
flash drives but the long period that they are on the mar-
ket leads to the conclusion that they have been kind of suc-
cessful. In this passage we will discuss the approaches that
have a kind of similarity to the USB flash drive.
The passage concept by Konomi et al. is one of the oldest
approaches which is similar to a USB flash memory. At the
first glance a USB flash memory and the passage approach
have not much in common, the first one is a special device
which is limited by its capacity and the other one can use
any kind of physical object to transport data. But when we
take a closer look how a user has to store his data, we can
see similarities. In the passage concept a passenger has to
be placed at the bridge so that the computer can recognize
it. Similar to this a USB flash drive has to be put in a USB
port and there are more similarities. When plugging in the
USB flash memory some operating systems open directly
the root directory of the USB memory or offer to do it. In
the passage device the virtual part of the bridge pops up
at the display and shows the already loaded data. Since
USB flash memory got cheaper and smaller many people
transport a USB flash drive in their wallet or at their key.
Also flash drives are available in form of a debit card or
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as keyring pendant. This is not completely the vision of
Konomi et al. but it is very close to it.
The virtual bridge of the passage concept is also very sim-
ilar to the transfer window presented in the mediaBlocks
approach. The mediaBlocks were developed during a time
in which floppy disks and CD-Roms were nearly the only
commercial products for data transportation. Today we doMediaBlocks try to
combine virtual and
physical world with a
transfer window.
not use mediaBlocks but USB flash drives and SD mem-
ory cards which seem to be more handy than carrying a
wooden block. The big advantage of techniques like the
SD card and the USB flash drive compared with Passage
and the mediaBlocks is, that there is no real infrastructure
needed. A USB slot or a card reader is enough because the
data is stored on the medium. But the interaction methods
proposed in the two concepts, in a modern form, could still
be good additions to techniques like the SD card or the USB
flash drive. The transfer window presented in the media-
Block concept also tries to combine the real world with the
virtual one by presenting the transfer window at the posi-
tion where the mediaBlock has been plugged in. Such a be-
havior can provide the user a better overview and quicker
access to manage the data more efficiently. Especially, for
unexperienced users this could be a great benefit. It would
also be possible that such a GUI provides the possibility to
save small digital fragments like a URL directly on the USB
flash drive. So we decided to include this kind of enhance-
ment in our studies.
3.4 On-screen exchange methods
Since computer displays got bigger over the years one
of our ideas, when we started this work, was to intro-
duce a technique that enables the user to put the transport
medium directly on the display and fill it with data just by
dragging it “on” the medium (Figure 3.4). Also for table-
top computers and interactive surfaces such a technique
could be a benefit. We could not find any interaction con-
cept regarding such a technique in literature although some
concepts showed similarities. For example in Rekimoto’s
and Satioh’s approach of hyperdragging they introduced
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the possibility to attach digital data to physical objects for
data exchange. Also hyperdragging is an indirect manip-
ulation method because the user can only use his mouse
and keyboard to navigate. So a touch sensitive surface is
not necessary. Direct manipulation is also possible when
using such a device on a tabletop or on interactive surfaces.
When it is used with direct manipulation it is kind of sim-
ilar to Wilson and Benko’s LightSpace. Instead of swiping
an object onto a hand, it is swiped on the device. Since we
are limited in our time during this diploma thesis it is also
a problem to rebuild the LightSpace concept because it uses
3D cameras and a room equipped with projectors to project
the red ball on the hand. So in our opinion this is a good
substitute which imitates the interaction quite well.
Figure 3.4: Concept of an on-screen exchange device
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3.5 Techniques and devices excluded from
the evaluation
In this section we will shortly discuss which approaches
we completely excluded from the evaluation and why we
exclude them. One of the most obvious points to excludeGesture based
exchange methods
are excluded from
the study.
techniques were the time constraints. We mainly focused
on methods which support long distance data exchange al-
though we made exception with LightSpace by introduc-
ing a slight modification. So we excluded Hinckely’s syn-
chronous gestures as well as stitching for the reason that
they only support special mobile devices and they both
do not support long distance transport. Also the “Pick-
and-Drop” was excluded. The reasons for this decision
we already explained in 3.2—“Pen related interaction tech-
niques”.
We also excluded Toss-It from this study although it is a
very interesting approach. But this approach only works
with mobile devices like PDAs or smartphone.
The SPRASH approach by Mistry et al. we excluded since
we could not see any new interaction technique that is rel-
evant for cross-device data exchange.
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Chapter 4
Non-functional
prototypes, contextual
inquiry and survey
After examining all the HCI approaches that had been
made for exchanging data, we had a couple of questions:
“What does the user think about this?”; “Which design
would the user prefer?”. For example the devices that are
similar to a pipette, how should they be built so that a
user can actually work with them? So we decided to build
non-functional prototypes and make a contextual inquiry
to see how we should build the techniques and to get a first
impression how the users think about certain techniques.
Though we did some research to see “which techniques are
people using today? And why are they using them?”, we
could not find any studies that could provide us any data
regarding these points. Hence we decided to start our own
survey to explore which techniques the users prefer today
and why they do so.
In this chapter we will introduce the non-functional pro-
totypes and their development. Then we will present the
concept of the contextual inquiry and its results. After the
contextual inquiry we will present the survey which was
handed out during the inquiry and which was also an on-
line survey to collect a bigger sample. Then we will present
the results of the study.
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4.1 Non-functional prototypes
Before running a study where we really compare different
techniques we want to make sure that the users get tech-
niques they can really work with and so we eliminated pos-
sible sources of error. So we decided that the modificationsNon-functional
prototypes are
developed for a first
user feedback.
and techniques should run through the DIA cycle or the
design interaction process. Non-functional prototypes are
a cheap and quick way for getting first user feedback on
a new concept. Paper prototypes are a well known tech-
nique in user interface design which was discussed in de-
tail by Snyder [2003]. So we orientated ourselves to paper
prototypes to create our non-functional hard- and software
prototypes.
In the Chapter 3.2—“Pen related interaction techniques”
and following we already discussed several of the open
questions regarding some of the exchange techniques. Here
we will present the non-functional prototypes and the still
open questions.
4.1.1 Scenarios
In the inquiry we presented the user two typical scenarios
which were hand drawn. We decided to use only digitalTwo drawn scenarios
were presented to
the user.
drawings because for the interaction techniques it is impor-
tant that they could be done on a real display to present a
realistic setup. So we created two scenarios which should
be normal situations the user often meets during his work
with computers.
The first scenario should show a desktop with files stored
on it and an open web browser (Figure 4.1). This scenario
provides the user the possibility to try the interaction with
files in icon size and also to interact with the browser to
copy pictures or texts.
In the second scenario we presented the user a file manager
which is typical of desktop computers (Figure 4.2). For data
exchange techniques like the USB flash drive this is a typi-
cal scenario. Here we provided a list view, so that the user
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Figure 4.1: Sketched scenario for the contextual inquiry.
Showing an open web browser and files lying on the desk-
top.
is able to try the interaction with the prototype even for
smaller objects and file lists. With these two scenarios we
covered the daily challenges a user faces. Of course there
are a lot of more scenarios possible but the interaction is in
general the same.
Figure 4.2: Sketched scenario for the contextual inquiry.
Showing an open file manager.
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4.1.2 Pipette and pen techniques
There were several proposals for using a pen or pipette sim-
ilar device to exchange data between computers. Unfortu-
nately, the approaches do not contain any hints about the
design process and do not have user studies either. So our
original idea was to use a Wacom1 stylus pen that we can
modify in a way, that it is imitating the Slurp or Pipet ap-
proach. We think that a stylus pen with its higher resolution
is a better choice than a touchscreen.
While thinking about the first designs we realized that facts
like the device size and the position of the trigger mecha-
nism have a significant influence over the evaluation. SoBest position for the
pipette bulb was
searched.
we collected all possible trigger mechanism for such a de-
vice and built them as non-functional prototypes. Some de-
vices already showed drawbacks as we constructed them.
For example the Pipette, when adding the bulb to an aver-
age sized pen, it was difficult to use the device accurately
while pressing the bulb. All concepts which could not be
used with one hand were excluded since they change the
interaction completely.
For the contextual inquiry we chose three devices. We took
two different approaches of the pipette concept. The first
one was similar to a pipette and the second one was more
like a pen with the bulb in the first half of the device. In
addition, we chose a concept similar to a classical non-bulb
pipette in which the data got dragged into the device (Fig-
ure 4.3).
4.1.3 Graphical user interfaces for USB flash drive
In some approaches which used a physical device we found
a special GUI to manage the data on the device. Especially
the GUI introduced in the mediaBlocks which appears on
the position where the devices are plugged in, seems to be
an interesting enhancement to a USB flash drive. This GUI
cannot only combine the physical and virtual world by giv-
ing the user the impression to see a virtual extension of the
1http://www.wacom.com
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Figure 4.3: Non-Functional prototypes of the pipette con-
cept. On the left side: a small pipette with bulb at the end.
In the middle: Pen with the bulb in the first half of the pen.
On the right sight: classical non-bulb pipette.
virtual device. It can also provide new characteristics like
enable the possibility to save not only full files but also dig-
ital fragments like the clipboard. For example, a user can
save only a marked passage of a text or a URL which then
can be used directly on another computer without having
to create a new file to buffer those digital fragments.
Another idea was the “wormhole” which was described by
Nacenta et al. [2005] but was never evaluated. There are
two possible scenarios in regard to such a “wormwhole”.
One is that it ends on the USB flash drive and enables the
user to use the flash drive as kind of a heap where he just
drops the files he wants to transport. The other scenario is
that the other end is on a remote device on which the user
wants to transport his data.
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For the inquiry we created drawn versions of this two GUIs.Two drawn GUIs
were presented to
the user.
The first GUI was presented first as “files only” window, so
that it was only possible to store full files in the window.
Afterwards we presented the window as capable to store all
kind of data as for example a URL. To show the connection
between the USB flash drive and this GUI we installed a
provisional USB slot at the position where the GUI would
show up. When the user plugged in the USB device in this
slot we popped up the GUI.
The “wormhole” GUI was also created in two versions. The
first version was only a black hole in which the user could
drop his files which would then be copied on the USB flash
drive. The second version also showed which files or digi-
tal objects had already been loaded on the stick.
4.1.4 Daily objects for data transport
In two of the introduced approaches we found the idea of
connecting digital data to daily objects for data transporta-
tion. Unfortunately, this concepts were never evaluated. SoConcept to transport
data with real object
was presented.
we were interested to see what the user thought about these
ideas. Although this is not a new interaction technique it-
self, it is interesting to know if users want a special device
for data transportation or if they prefer to transport data
with their daily objects.
4.1.5 On-screen exchange device
In section 3.4—“On-screen exchange methods” we pre-
sented the concept of an on-screen exchange device. BothConcept of an
on-screen device
was presented to the
user.
the hyperdragging and the LightSpace were the only two
interaction methods which provided a direct connection be-
tween the device or object that was used for transportation
and the data. They have been developed for tabletops and
augmented surfaces. With the on-screen exchange device
we want to test if such a direct approach could also be ex-
tended for desktop computer. Since a display is normally
not horizontal it is not possible to put a device on it directly.
Although the navigation is indirect the connection between
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the device and the data is direct. If the users liked such a
concept it would be a great solution for the data exchange
between tabletop computers and normal desktop comput-
ers.
In the contextual inquiry we presented the users three dif-
ferent versions of the on-screen device (??). The first ver-
sion was only the device which could be mounted on the
display. The second variant was the normal device with a
GUI extension so that the user could see which data had
already been loaded on the device. In the third variant we
added a button on the device which allowed the user to re-
alize the collected data.
Figure 4.4: Non-functional exchange dot prototypes.
4.2 Contextual inquiry
4.2.1 Concept of the contextual inquiry
For the contextual inquiry we followed the recommenda-
tions of Beyer and Holtzblatt [1998]. So we visited all par- Users were visited at
work or at home.ticipants either at their workplace or at home, equipped
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only with the prototypes, a presentation laptop and an iPad
for notation purposes. Before we started with the inquiry
we asked the participants how they exchanged data be-
tween devices and their experiences with this technique.
After this warm up phase we gave the user the first pro-
totype and explained him the concept of the device. The
user could then test the device in the two scenarios which
we introduced in chapter 4.1.1. During the test he spoke
out loudly his thoughts and feelings about the device. In
the same manner we tested all devices. But we also tried to
observe the body language and the way the user used the
device to discover even more hidden effects.
Since we did not know which facts could influence the
preferred exchange method and some of our prototypes
needed a pen input, we asked a wide spread kind of peo-
ple but made sure to have users who work regularly with a
stylus pen.
In the sessions the users agreed that we were allowed to
record them, we used the TagPad2 Software provided by the
University of San Diego. If people felt uncomfortable by
being recorded, we noted everything in the classical way
with paper and pen.
4.2.2 Results and observations of the Contextual
Inquiry
In the contextual inquiry we had 14 people. We had two
people who work daily with a stylus pen and three persons
who work at least sometimes with a stylus pen. We avoided
to have only people with computer science background in
our study. So we had only two people with computer sci-
ence background and two electrical engineers. All the other
participants study or work in non-technical areas. The par-
ticipants were between 22 and 42 years old.
2https://sites.google.com/site/ucsdtagpad/
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The pipette concepts
The first observation we made was that some of the par-
ticipants hesitated to use the device on the display. They
explained that they were scared to damage the display and
that they would never use such a device on their private
display. We explained that all the devices were prepared
in a way that they could not harm the display. The ma-
jority of participants did not have this concern and tested
the devices without hesitating. Many participants asked
themselves what would happen if the mechanism or bulb
was pressed accidentally. The concerns were either that the
data would get lost or that it would get injected at a wrong
device nearby.
All participants had in common that they did not like the
classical non-bulb pipette (Figure 4.3 right). One of the rea-
sons for the rejection was the position in which the device
had to be used. All participants preferred a normal pen po-
sition or at least the usage of the pen as pointing device.
Also about half of the participants wanted to use the mech-
anism like a real pipette, so that the data was only hold
as long as the mechanism was pushed. None of the par-
ticipants wanted to use such a technique to transport data
between computers.
The pipette device got a better feedback. Participants liked Participants were
scared about losing
data by accident.
the concept of picking digital objects and files directly from
the display. The size of the pipette device was described
as well lying in the hand and the participants felt confident
to have selected data precisely. But again people thought
that such a device was only capable to carry one object per
time. Some participants mentioned that they liked to order
their data when transporting a bigger amount of files. So
they missed it when using such a device. We already men-
tioned the aspect that people felt scared about data acciden-
tally getting lost during the transport of the device. When
the people used this device they had the greatest concerns
about losing data. The people with a technical background
were more scared about injecting the data on the wrong de-
vice while the non-technical people were more concerned
that the data got lost. All participants felt confident in file
copy but when it came to digital objects some participants
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struggled. These participants were unsure about how to se-
lect objects that were a lot bigger than normal files. For ex-
ample in our web browser scenario they were unsure when
pointing on the picture and pressing the bulb the picture
or also the text around was copied. One participant sug-
gested that he could control the area that got copied by the
duration of time he pressed the bulb.
The pen device with the bulb also got good feedback. Most
participants immediately liked the device because they
could hold it as a pen and felt able so select everything pre-
cisely. Especially people who had already used a stylus pen
mentioned that such a method could be integrated in their
normal work quite easily. Ten of the participants suggested
another interaction technique for selecting text or multiple
objects. They hold the bulb pressed while they selected allParticipant suggest
own interaction
ideas.
the desired passages or files. Most of them compared it
with using a highlighter to mark the objects they wanted
to copy. When using this device in highlighter mode peo-
ple thought it could be capable to transport more than one
file.
When the people could choose between the different de-
vices the majority preferred the pen with the bulb to the
pipette device because they saw advantages in navigation
and found the position of the device in the hand the best.
Two participants decided to use the pipette device instead
because so they did not have concealments when they used
the device.
The general feedback to such an interaction technique was
that the participants liked the interaction but would only
use such a device when the other computer was nearby.Pipette was preferred
for a nearby data
exchange.
Some participants would use the device for a long distance
transport but with only four participants this was a minor-
ity. Especially, the two people who work daily with a stylus
pen did not like the idea to use the pen as transportation
device. Normally, the pen stays at their workplace at the
computer. But the main problem for them was that if they
forgot the pen but they would not only forget the data they
could not work on this day, either.
During the inquiry four of the participants also created new
ideas how the use of a pen could be possible. All of them
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sugested to use the pen device with bulb only to collect and
to place the digital objects or files. Three of them suggested Some participants
wanted pipette only
for collecting data.
to add a GUI to a USB flash drive like the one we presented
to them and use the pen with bulb to add and remove data
from the USB flash drive. One participant suggested to add
another component to the devices. This device should be a
kind of ink jar, so the user can put the data into this jar if he
wants to transport them and then he takes only the jar with
him. At the destination he can grab another pen and col-
lect the files from the jar and place them on the destination
display.
USB flash drive with GUI support
The concept to add a GUI to a USB flash drive which ap-
pears at the same position the device was plugged in, got
great feedback. People liked the metaphor that they can
see the virtual part of the USB flash drive. Some partic-
ipants hoped that ports would be all around the display
which would make the data exchange more easily. Espe-
cially, when users work with an unknown device whose
name they do not know, they would prefer such a technique
because so the device is easy to find and easy to distin-
guish. In general participants thought this would increase Users liked the
concept because it
helps to distinguish
devices.
their overview when they used a USB flash drive. Other
participants mentioned that this would speed up their data
exchange because they would need less clicks for the ex-
change. The access to get data from the flash drive into
applications would be easier and faster.
Most users would use such a GUI but only when either the
display had ports on all sides or the GUI had to deal with
other applications that may block the location. Some users
would only use such a GUI on large displays. Another as-
pect which was mentioned was that the GUI could get con-
fused when there are a lot of files on the flash drive. In such
a case users would prefer to open a classical window in a
file manager to get a full overview.
The idea that such a GUI also can contain other digital ob-
jects like a text or a URL was rejected by all users. They all
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preferred a strict file support and folders to sort the data if
desired.
The concept of a “wormhole” got a very mixed feedback.
A group of five participants would use such an interface
for equipping the USB flash drive. They preferred the sim-
ple black hole with an option to open the file manager to
see data on the flash drive. Those participants would open
such a hole when they want to copy data onto the flash
drive because they feel this would be a faster solution and
make the way to copy the files more easily. After they had
finished the task they would close the hole again.
Six of the participants would not use such an interface to
manage data on a flash drive but to copy data onto their
mobile device or another nearby computer as it was sug-
gested by Nacenta et al. They liked the idea to put data in
the one side of the “wormhole” and to see the data leaving
the other end.
The concept of showing also the data being already on the
stick was in general rejected. One of the main reasons was
that the interface would be too big and the users wanted
it to be small. Some of the users would prefer to see a
short list of the last elements that were copied. Others only
wanted a file manager window to see which data was al-
ready on the device.
Half of the participants would not use such an interface.
The reasons for it were quite different. Three participants
wanted to order their data in folders and wanted to have
the full overview over the device. Two participants ex-
pected that the data would not be copied but moved in-
stead and since they normally did not want to move the
data but copy it, they did not want to use the interface. One
participant felt unsure because he could not see the exit of
the hole and so he would not use it. Another participant
rejected all GUI extension because he thought the exchange
with a normal file manager would be the fastest and most
comfortable way to copy data.
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Daily objects for data transportation
The concept to connect real world objects with digital data
was rejected by most participants. In general people knew Concept was
rejected by most
participants.
that the data could not be directly on the object. Neither the
idea that the object was only the metaphor for the transport
nor an electrical solution really convinced the participants.
Participants did not trust the data transport over the net-
work when the object was the only key to lock the data ac-
cess. Either the participants wanted to lock the data with
a password or they rejected the idea to send data over the
network in general. Some male participants also mentioned
that the only objects they had always with them were a mo-
bile phone, keys and their wallet and none of these objects
they wanted to use to transport data.
If the data could be really stored on the object, people com-
plained that probably they would have to change the be-
havior in regard to the objects. The fact that there is data on
the object forces them to handle that object with more care
than usually. Some of the participants created out of this
idea a new concept for wireless transportation (see Chapter
4.2.2—“New ideas by the participants”).
On-screen exchange device
The concept of an on-screen device which can be filled with
drag&drop and provides a possibility for a direct interac-
tion polarized the participants opinion. Four participants Concept polarized
the participants
opinion.
really liked the idea because of the way they could fill the
device with data. The fact that they did not have to search
an empty USB slot to use the device was seen as a big ad-
vantage. One participant would use such a technique occa-
sionally when he wanted to transport a few files quickly.
The rest of the participants completely rejected this con-
cept because they would lose a part of the display and it
would distract them while working on the display. Again
there was a group of people who were scared to destroy
or scratch the display. Because of this fear they would not
use such a device. The people who rejected this method, Some users were
afraid to scratch the
display.
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rejected all three versions because the main reason for their
decline was that the device was on the screen.
The participants who liked the concept and wanted to use
it did not like the idea of a button to release the data. About
half of those people just wanted an option to see the data
that were on the device in the file manager. The others pre-
ferred a graphical solution like our proposed ring to see
which data were currently on the device.
All participants claimed that the actual size of the device
was too big and that it was unhandy to transport.
New ideas by the participants
During the inquiry six of the participants mentioned that
they would like to have a kind of wireless flash drive.
When the computer had recognized the device they wanted
a window like we showed them which allowed them to
manage the data on the device. Although this was not rele-
vant for our evaluation we want to mention it. Maybe this
knowledge will help somebody to invent a new device.
4.3 User survey
4.3.1 Design of the survey and initial hypotheses
In this section we will present the survey we made to figure
out which techniques are mainly used today and what the
reasons are for choosing these methods. When we started
with the survey it was planned as a handout after the con-
textual inquiry. But since we got more and more questions
about which techniques the users use today, we also de-
cided to create an online version of this survey. Our main
goal of the survey was to find out which technique is the
most popular one and what are the reasons for this. SinceGoal was to find out
which exchange
methods users use.
we were not only interested in the way the user exchanges
data between computers, we decided to investigate which
techniques are used for smartphones and tablet computer.
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We tried to verify the following two hypotheses:
H1 The preferred operating system does not effect the
preferred exchange method
H2 People with technical background (experts) prefer
other data exchange methods than other people
In regard to designing, developing and evaluating ex-
change techniques it is important to understand these two
aspects. Getting qualifier for the preferred operating sys-
tem was quite easy, we only had to ask the user. Finding
qualifiers to define a participant as an expert was more dif-
ficult. We decided to qualify experts regarding their profes-
sion and the time they spend working on a computer. If the
participant was a student, we ask him for his field of study.
In our design we followed Mayer [2008] in his recommen-
dations to start as early as possible with the main topic of
the survey and asking personal question at the end of the
survey. This order should make the participant get more
quickly involved in the topic which increases the chances
that he will finish the survey. Answering all the topic re-
lated questions should strengthen the bond of trust so that
the participant is more willing to share the personal data.
Our survey consists of five parts:
1. Data exchange between computers
2. Data exchange between smartphone and computer
3. Data exchange between tablet and computer
4. Personal experience with the data exchange methods
5. Personal background information
The survey contained 20 questions. Since not all partici-
pants use a smartphone or a tablet computer some ques-
tions were excluded. So that the minimum were 12 ques-
tions for those participants. The complete survey can be
found in the appendix A—“Summary Forms”. In each of
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the data exchange sections we asked the participant if he
used this device. In case he used this device we asked
which operating system is on the device and how long he
averagely used this device per day. Then he could choose
his preferred exchange method from a list of today’s com-
mon exchange techniques. We tried to keep this list simple
so that even very unexperienced participants felt capable
to choose their methods. From a technical point of view the
list may seem a little imprecise but we expected that peo-
ple with technical background should easily be able to find
their preferred method.
The list of exchange methods for exchange between com-
puters contained the following item:
• Do not share data
• USB flash drive or USB portable hard disk
• Other data medium like CD-Rom, SD card, floppy
disk, etc.
• Shared folder
• Uploading data onto a server like FTP or web sharing
services like RWTH Gigamove3
• Cloud service to synchronize the data like Dropbox4
• Email
• Social networks like Facebook
For exchanging data between computer and smartphone
the participants could choose between these items:
• Do not share data
• Connect smartphone with a USB cable and exchange
data as with a USB flash drive
• Connect smartphone with USB cable and use a soft-
ware for synchronization
3http://gigamove.rz.rwth-aachen.de
4https://www.dropbox.com
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• Email
• Cloud service like Dropbox
• Data medium like SD card
• Smartphone synchronizes itself
The possible items for the tablet computer were very simi-
lar to the smartphone:
• Do not share data
• Connect Tablet with a USB cable and exchange data
as with a USB flash drive
• Connect Tablet with USB cable and use a software for
synchronization
• Email
• Cloud service like Dropbox
• Data medium like SD card
• Tablet synchronizes itself
The items “cloud service” and “device is synchronizing it-
self” seem on the first glance redundant because obviously
this self synchronization could also be seen as cloud ser-
vice. But there were good reasons for this distinction. The
first reason is that the users may not realize that this is al-
ready a cloud service. Also this kind of exchange method
is very platform dependent as each platform has its own
service.
We created the online version of our survey with Google
Docs5 and analyzed the data with R6.
5http://docs.google.com
6http://www.r-project.org/
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Figure 4.5: Histogram of the survey participants’ age.
4.3.2 Results of the survey
In our survey we got 140 valid responses and had to ex-
clude 5 answers because they we clearly filled in a wrong
way. From those 140 participants 105 possessed a smart-Survey had 140 valid
responses. phone and 28 of them also own a tablet computer. The
youngest participant in the survey was 15 years old while
the oldest was 70 years old. In all relevant age groups we
had at least 10 participants although the age group 20-30 is
an over represented one (Figure 4.5).
General findings
The preferred exchange method for exchanging data be-
tween computers, as we expected, was the USB flash drive
or USB hard drives. With 60 answers that means 42.86% it
had a huge lead over cloud services with 34 answers that
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Figure 4.6: Preferred exchange method for data exchange between computers
means 24,29% (Figure 4.6). The third frequently chosen ex- USB flash drive was
the most preferred
exchange method.
change method was e-mail with 25 answers that is about
17.86% fraction. The only other method that got more than
10 answers was the data upload onto a server with 11 an-
swers. All the other exchange methods had less then 10
answers.
The preferred exchange method for exchanging data be-
tween smartphone and computer was using a cable with
synchronization software with 30 answers which is about
28.57% (Figure 4.7). It is followed by the cloud service Synchronization
software was
preferred for the
exchange between
computer and
smartphone.
with 23 answers (21.9%) and “using a cable and use de-
vice as USB flash drive” with 22 answers (20.95%). Also
the answer “smartphone is synchronizing itself” is with 22
answers (18.1%) close to most preferred techniques. It is
recognizable that the distribution over the different meth-
ods is more even compared with the exchange methods
between computers which were dominated by USB flash
drives. The reason for this could be the higher dependence
between mobile operating system and exchange method.In
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Figure 4.7: Preferred exchange method for data exchange between smartphone and
computer
this aspect we will investigate later in this chapter in section
4.3.2—“Hypotheses and other findings”.
The preferred exchange method for exchanging data be-
tween tablet computer and computer was the cloud service
with 10 of 28 answers (Figure 4.8). With 9 answers the sec-
ond most exchange method was “using a USB cable with
synchronization software”. The answers “use a USB cable
and use device as USB flash drive” and “Tablet synchroniz-
ing itself” got each 3 answers. Although we had 28 par-
ticipants who use a tablet computer most of them used a
device with an iOS operating system. So we had 24 iOS de-
vices and only 4 tablets with Android as operating system
which made it hard to find any significant effects for the
tablet computer.
Before we present the more specific findings and control
our hypothesis we will first present the answers from the
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and computer
free text fields like why the participant prefers an exchange
method and which aspects still annoy him.
USB flash drive
When we started with this study, we already expected that
the USB flash drive would be quite popular but we also
wanted to understand why. So we collected the reasons
in free text fields where we asked the participants to write
about their personal experience with the exchange method
whether they were good or bad.
On the one hand we found a lot of strict technical reasons
why people liked USB flash drives. These characteristics
were often mentioned:
+ platform independent
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+ nearly all computers have a USB port
+ high data transfer rate
+ good for large amount of data
+ do not have to install any software
+ offline data exchange is possible / no Internet connec-
tion needed
+ it is cheap
+ method is allowed by company policy rules as others
are forbidden
+ do not have to create an account
On the other hand there were human reasons like:
+ easy to use
+ technically inexperienced and glad this works for me
+ feeling of being able to control the access
+ like to have my data ordered in my way
+ fits in every pocket / have it always with me
+ do not want to put private/business/customer data
into the Internet
+ do not know other exchange methods
+ company does not allow cloud services
Since the technical reasons kind of speak for themselves we
want to dig a little deeper in human reasons. Technically
inexperienced participants seem to favor the USB drive be-
cause they find it simple and easy to use. They have the
feeling that this method does not need any technical un-
derstanding and that it will work reliably on all computers.
That USB flash drives are platform independent was a rea-
son which we could find often regardless of the technical
background.
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There is also another trend with people who do not want
to put private or business data into the Internet especially
not to an “unknown” third company. Also the participants Many people do not
want to put private
data into the Internet.
believe that they are in full control of the USB flash drive
access and so they feel more secure. Although the partic-
ipants are aware of the fact that the flash drive could be
stolen, they feel able to control this more than a possible
hacker attack on an Internet account. So obviously the fact
to have a physical device in hand gives the user the feeling
of full control although a flash drive could get lost or could
get stolen.
Although the USB flash drive is quite popular there are
still things that annoy people and situations in which they
suffer from disadvantages. This is a list of disadvantages
which were mentioned frequently:
- flash drive is too small / is full
- drive is not recognized
- forgetting the USB flash drive
- searching a free USB port
- not good when under time pressure
- only possible to save full files and not able so save
digital objects
- laborious method if you only want to take a small file
with you
- device defect
Some points of the list are not realistically changeable like
the drive size, a device gets defect or that a device could be
forgotten. That are disadvantages which are part of phys-
ical devices. Also that the drive was not recognized is a
point which may be solved but will never be completely
eliminated.
But there are also aspects where an improvement would
be possible whether with new interaction methods or with
slight modifications on the USB flash drive.
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Data exchange with USB cable and the file system
In the study a lot of people preferred to connect their mobile
device only with a USB cable and exchange the data in man-
ual way via file system. Most pro and contra points were
already be mentioned in 4.3.2—“USB flash drive”. Some
of them slightly changed as for example that forgetting the
cable is annoying. The dissatisfaction with the synchro-
nization software forced some people to exchange the data
manually.
USB cable and synchronization software
Although the variant of USB cable with synchronization
software was one of the most chosen exchange techniques
for mobile devices the list of positive arguments and expe-
riences was quite short:
+ high security
+ company security does not allow cloud service
+ only option for my device
+ works well
The reasons “only option for my phone” we read surpris-
ingly often. In fact, we know that there are more methods
available for the phones. So it could be possible that people
who chose this method did not really choose this method
because they liked it. They did it more for the reason that
they just did not know other methods.
Nevertheless we also wanted to find out what people dis-
liked about this method:
- software deletes files
- not all data is supported
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- problematic for exchanging data with other unknown
computers
The negative aspects are in general all technical issues or
application specific issues.
Cloud services
Shortly, after we had observed which method for data ex-
change people at the Media Computing Group used, we
noticed that a lot of them used Dropbox or similar services.
So we were unsure if there was still any need for data ex-
change techniques since maybe cloud services are the fu-
ture. With the survey we saw that cloud services were quite
popular but there are still unsatisfying aspects. First we ex-
amined why people used cloud services:
+ group sharing possible
+ data is accessible from “everywhere” / possible ac-
cess data spontaneously and unplanned
+ data exchange is automatic
+ provides an undelete function
+ do not need a cable / works wireless
+ very good for small files
+ works on all my devices
Some of the reasons address new functionalities like the un-
delete function or the possibility to share the access to files
and so enable group sharing. Then there are as usual some
technical reasons like that cloud services are good for small
files. Without capacity limits and with a fast enough con-
nection people can use it also for bigger files.
But there are also reasons in regard to the interaction tech-
nique as for example that the cloud service works for all
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devices. Since the variety of computing devices got bigger
over the last years, also the exchange methods have to sup-
port these devices. The real new aspect with cloud service
seems to be the unplanned spontaneous access on the data.
Actually, this is a unique feature which has not been men-
tioned in any other exchange method because most of them
did not support it. So the other methods seem to have a lack
of spontaneous data exchange.
Some mobile devices also offer the possibility of an auto-
matic background synchronization. Although this is also a
cloud service we want to separate it a little bit because it
is strictly operating system dependent. What people like
about background synchronization:
+ when once setup, best solution for calendar and con-
tacts
+ simple
So this kind of synchronization is a special case which is
mainly used for keeping the calendar and contacts up to
date. This is in anyway a data exchange process which
needs a kind of software support.
But we can also see that there are still aspects at cloud ser-
vices that dissatisfy the users:
- needs an Internet connection / firewall
- expensive (in regard to mobile exchange)
- slow network / big files
- not secure enough for real private data
- needs to be setup first
Most of these aspects are technical or network specific prob-
lems. We are more interested in the last aspect because it
was named by cloud service users. Although those people
already use cloud services, they see a lack of security and
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news contributions like “Dropbox accepted for four hours
any passwords”7 underline this issue.
Email
Email is quite an old technique but still very popular. The
survey shows that it is not only used for exchanging mes-
sages but also for exchanging data. The reasons people
named why they use email:
+ very good for small files
+ quick (in regard of setup the file exchange)
+ no cable or plug-in position needed
+ allows exchange method from system administrators
+ good for working in a group
Again the wireless data exchange is a reason why people
like a method. The point “good for working in a group” is
an interesting point. Unfortunately, we could not ask the
people why they prefer email for working in a group. Ei-
ther they do not know other methods for this purpose or
they still prefer email because it does not need any setup
time.
What is an interesting finding in regard to email is that it
has the shortest list of disadvantages and all points in it are
technical reasons:
- files too big
- inbox was full
It could be interesting to investigate deeper into the email
data exchange to find out why people have not experienced
more disadvantages and if this could help to increase data
exchange.
7http://heise.de/-1264100
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Figure 4.9: Preferred data exchange method for exchange between computers dis-
tinguished by the preferred operating system.
Hypotheses and other findings
After we have discussed the general findings we will now
discuss the hypotheses we made. We investigated into our
first hypotheses:
H1 The preferred operating system does not effect the
preferred exchange method
In the study we had 105 Windows users (75% of all partic-
ipants), 24 Mac Os X Users (17.14% ) and 11 Linux users
(7.85%). As can be seen in Figure 4.9 it seems that there
could be a dependents between operating system and pre-
ferred exchange method.
So we ran a Chi-square test with Yates’ continuity correction
which could not show a significant effect (p > 0.2) on the pre-
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Figure 4.10: Preferred exchange method for the exchange between smartphone and
computer for Android and iOS.
ferred exchange method in regard to the operating system for com-
puter data exchange.
In mobile operating system 47 iOS users (44.47%), 38 An-
droid users (36.19%), 7 Blackberry users (6.67%), 5 Win-
dows mobile users (4.76%), 3 Symbian (2.86%) and 6 partic-
ipants used other operating systems like Bada. First inves-
tigations showed that there seems to be an effect between
preferred mobile operating system and preferred exchange
method (Figure 4.10).
Our Chi-square test with Yates’ continuity correction revealed
that the percentage of preferred exchange methods significantly
differed by mobile operating system (χ2(1, N = 105) =
69.48, p < 0.001, φ = 0.813).
So the effect size φ = 0.813 on the preferred exchange
method in regard to the preferred operating system is
large. This effect can be explained by the currently different
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philosophies of mobile operating systems. Since Apple of-The smartphone
operating system has
influence on the
preferred exchange
method
fers its own free synchronization software which is needed
to activate an iOS smartphone but Apple’s cloud services,
MobileMe, charges money many iOS users prefer synchro-
nization software over cloud services. Android users favor
the cloud service background synchronization more than
iOS users because Google offers its cloud services for free.
Also the smaller number of alternative exchange methods
can be a possible reason.
Still we have not investigated in the effect that there are
differences visible in Figure 4.9. When we analyzed it we
found that the expert distribution was not even on all three
operating systems (Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.11: Distribution of experts over the different oper-
ating systems.
This discovery leads us to our second hypotheses:
H2 People with technical background (experts) prefer
other data exchange methods than other people
The original idea was to classify experts by their profession
and the time they use computer. Unfortunately, we falsely
estimated the time that most people spend on a computer.
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Figure 4.12: Preferred exchange method distinguished between non-experts and
experts.
People tend to use the computer longer than we thought
and so the only indicator which was left was the profession.
From Figure 4.12 can be seen that the frequencies differ for
non-experts and experts.
Our Chi-square test with Yates’ continuity correction revealed
that the percentage of preferred exchange methods significantly
differed between experts and non-experts (χ2(1, N = 140) =
14.53, p = 0.024, φ = 0.322). Experts prefer other
exchange methods.
The effect size is medium and the probability value p =
0.024 is still a little bit high. This can possibly be explained
by our expert classification. Some participants answered
the question about their profession with things like “self-
employed” or “salaried”. From the answers about their ex-
perience with the exchange we could see that some of these
persons had a lot of technical background. But we wanted
to stick to a clear indicator and so we had to mark these per-
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Figure 4.13: User satisfaction for data exchange between computers distinguished
between experts and non-experts
sons as non-experts. So we believe that in the group of non-
experts there still some experts are left who were wrongly
classified.
Since experts and non-experts differ in their preferred ex-
change method and the experts are not equally distributed
over the operating system we assumed that this effect was
maybe visible in Figure 4.9.
We also discovered another effect in regard to the distinc-
tion between experts and non-experts. When we analyzed
the user satisfaction, we recognized some differences be-
tween expert users and the rest of users (Figure 4.13). Al-
though the median from both groups is the same, the dif-
ferences in the quantiles and the whiskers are obvious.
The medians of experts and non-experts were both 4.0. We ran
a Mann-Whitney’s U test to evaluate the difference in the re-
sponses of our 5-Likert scale question. We found a significant
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effect of Group (The mean ranks of experts and non-experts were
57.99 and 72.58, respectively; U = 2261.5, Z = −2.11, p =
0.035, r = 0.18 ). Experts are more
dissatisfied with
common exchange
methods.
Obviously, users with a technical background seem to be
more dissatisfied with the data exchange between comput-
ers than the other users. We found the same effect also for
mobile data exchange.
The medians of experts and non-experts were 3.5 and 4.0, respec-
tively. We ran a Mann-Whitney’s U test to evaluate the differ-
ence in the responses of our 5-Likert scale question. We found a
significant effect of Group (The mean ranks of experts and non-
experts were 42.65 and 56.49, respectively; U = 1405.5, Z =
−2.25, p = 0.024, r = 0.21 ).
But there was still more to discover concerning user sat-
isfaction. For the exchange between computers the satis-
faction was quite high. When we compared the satisfaction
with the other exchange methods we found that the median
is the same. But the quantiles and the whiskers showed dif-
ferences (Figure 4.14). So we looked if people who used the
computer exchange as well as the exchange between com-
puter and smartphone were really more dissatisfied with
the smartphone exchange.
The medians of computer exchange and mobile exchange were
both 4.0. A Wilcoxon Signed-rank test shows that there is a sig-
nificant effect of Group ( W = 852, Z = 3.65, p < 0.001, r =
0.36). Users are less
satisfied with the
exchange between
computer and
smartphone.
The estimate the satisfaction for the exchange between
tablet computer and computer we did not have enough
data to show any significant effect.
4.4 Summary and conclusions
Before we come to our user study, we will sum up the most
important findings from this chapter and what we conclude
from them.
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Figure 4.14: User satisfaction for data exchange between computers and for data
exchange between smartphone and computer.
In the contextual inquiry the additional GUI for USB flash
drives gets a great feedback and most of the participants
would use such a GUI at least for some of their tasks. Espe-
cially the connection between the position of the USB flash
drive and the GUI is favored from the users. The idea to put
a device directly on the screen is not a concept for all users
although a group of users really favor this idea. This con-
cept gets good criticism, too. The position with the bulb or
mechanism in the front of the pen is favored by most people
because of the normal position in the hand. We learn thatUsers favored the
natural position of a
pen for the pipette
a special copy&paste device will be more realistic than an
extension to the normal stylus pen. Especially, for a short
term usage a pipette device is really popular.
The concept to use normal daily objects to transport data
is rejected by the participants and also the “wormhole” is
only liked by a small group.
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The survey with 140 participants shows that users with a
technical background prefer other exchange methods than
average users. In general, the USB flash drive is the most
preferred exchange technique. Although cloud services are
also very popular they are especially preferred by experts.
Users like the USB flash drive because it is a physical device
which they can control better than data in the Internet. Also Users like physical
device because they
can control the
access.
the facts that this method is very simple to use and that it
is reliable are reasons why people like this method. About
cloud services people like the aspect that they can use them
in an unplanned and spontaneous way and that they work
for all their devices. Also the additional functionalities
like undelete, automatic synchronization or group sharing
are reasons why people prefer cloud services as exchange
method. For desktop computers the preferred operating
system seems to have no effect on the preferred exchange
method. But for mobile operating systems the effect on the
preferred exchange method is large.
The satisfaction for the data exchange between computers
is quite high but the satisfaction is smaller for the data ex-
change between computer and smartphone and probably
also between computer and tablet computer. In general,
experts seem to be more critical and they are less satisfied
with current exchange techniques.
So for the design of exchange methods as well as for the
evaluation it is important to know the influence of experts. Experts have a huge
influence on the
evaluation.
Maybe experts like a method which will be rejected by non-
experts and vice versa. There is also a group of users who
do not like or are not allowed to put data into a cloud ser-
vice. Those users are also interested to get better exchange
methods.
The high influence of mobile operating systems in regard
to the exchange method can be explained by the lack of
open standard for mobile devices and the different man-
ufactures’ philosophies. For this kind of data exchange the
users still feel a lack of good alternatives and the satisfac-
tion with current methods is smaller. For our next study we
will focus on the devices that the users really want to use in
the inquiry. Especially, we will focus on the pipette concept
and the GUI for USB flash drives.
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Chapter 5
User study
After we had presented different exchange methods to
users in our contextual inquiry, we developed a setup in
which the exchange methods could be compared with each
other. Since we knew from the survey which were the most
popular exchange methods and why people liked them we
decided not only to compare the new approaches with each
other but also to compare them with today’s most popular
exchange methods. So it is not only possible to see if the
new approaches can really improve the cross-device data
exchange but we can also compare them in regard to inter-
action time with today’s common exchange techniques.
In this chapter we will present the design and results of the
second user study we did.
5.1 Design of the user study
From the results of the contextual inquiry in Chapter
4.2.2—“Results and observations of the Contextual In-
quiry” we re-engineered some of the concepts while other
concepts which the users did not like at all got excluded. Techniques were
re-engineered with
the results from the
inquiry.
Since we decided not only to compare the methods with
each other but also to include current exchange methods we
decided to choose the USB flash drive and a cloud service.
The USB flash drive was in general the most popular ex-
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change method in the survey and especially average com-
puter users chose this exchange method. The cloud service
was very popular on all three devices and especially ex-
perts seemed to prefer it over all other methods. So maybe
experts are only early adopters and the future of cross de-
vice exchange will be cloud services. Hence we decided
to choose those two data exchange techniques to be in the
study.
5.1.1 Study setup
For the study we decided to let users exchange data be-
tween computers. Since the different data exchanges were
quite different we needed an environment to make them
comparable. Hence we decided to let users exchange files
because this exchange was possible with all techniques.
In our setup we had two computers. One computer was a
desktop computer with Mac OS X 10.6 as operating system
and a Wacom Cintiq 21ux display which supported pens as
input device. Unfortunately we were not able to get a sec-
ond display which worked with the same pen as the Cin-
tiq 21 ux. This had some influences on the pipette device
(for details see Chapter 5.1.2—“Pipette concept”) but did
not have an impact on the interaction method. The second
device was an Axioton Modbook with a 13.3 inch display
which also supported pen input.
The two computers were setup with a distance of two me-
ters between them. In the study the participants copied
three files from one computer to the other computer. WeParticipants had to
exchange files
between computers.
presented the different methods at random order and if the
participant desired he could make one test run. Afterwards
he had to copy three files from one folder of the first com-
puter and copy them in a folder on the second computer.
When there were no constrains from the exchange method
itself, for example the pipette device could not be used with
the keyboard, the participant was allowed to copy the data
in his usual way. For example when the participants copied
data to a USB flash drive, he could drag the data on the
device, use the context menu or copy them with keyboard
commands depending on their copy&paste habits.
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The participant had to copy the three files five times with
each exchange method and we measured the time for each
run. The time a participant needed to change the com-
puter and the time to plug in a device was not measured. Time was measured
for the interactions.From the measured times we took the three best trials and
we calculated the average time a participant needed to
copy&paste the data.
Since we know from the survey that experts have a signif-
icant influence concerning the preferred exchange method
and our time was limited we decided to keep the number of
experts small in this user study. Hence we avoided to ask
too many experts from the Media Computing Group and
focused more on the average computer user.
For the evaluation of the study we switched the statistic
program from R to IBM’s SPSS1. The reasons to switch the
program was that working with SPSS seemed to be much
faster and we spent less time in investigating in pointless
hints and warning. Especially in combination with the
book of Andy Field [2009], SPSS seemed to be the best
choice.
5.1.2 Pipette concept
The pipette idea was quite popular during our contextual
inquiry. Although many users would only use it to do a
short distance data exchange there were some people who
liked to use it as long distance transport medium. The main
problem for long distance transport is the small capacity
of the original approaches. For comparability reasons we
had to enable the approach to be capable to transport more
files than one file at once. Otherwise the participants had To make pipette
comparable it got an
extension.
to walk several times between both computers to exchange
the data and that would make it impossible to compare the
time with the other techniques. So we added the possibil-
ity that the pipette device was capable to transport more
than one file. Consequently the user could now collect sev-
eral files one by one and press the bulb for each file. Af-
ter he switched the computer he could release all collected
1www.ibm.com/software/de/analytics/spss/
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data by pressing the bulb only once. Without this change
the user had to switch the computer for each file and that
would make it hard to compare it with the other exchange
methods.
After the contextual inquiry we got the impression that the
bulb mechanism in the front was the preferred design of the
pipette concept. Since this is the position of the hand people
normally have to write and sketch people felt confident to
navigate precisely with this concept.
We built a first prototype with an FSR pressure sensor and
an Adruino UNO board. With this prototype we wanted to
test the idea of using the pressure and the duration a user
presses the bulb to select the objects that should be copied
(Figure 5.1). During our tests with the device we noticedFirst functional
prototype did not
work as desired.
that such a technique was good for big areas but really hard
to control for small objects or if the objects were not sym-
metrically around the tip of the device. So we decided to
use the sensor only as a better switch and give it the mode,
pressed and not pressed.
Figure 5.1: First functional prototype of the pipette device
build with a FSR sensor and an Arduino Uno.
The problem with our study setup was that we were not
able to get to pen input devices that worked with the same
pen. So we decided to reprogram the already existent but-
tons from the pens to simulate the bulb mechanism instead
of building a second device. The position of those buttonsProblems with the
study setup forced
some changes.
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was ideal and very similar to our original concept. In re-
gard to the interaction this change did not have a big in-
fluence and had the advantage that the user had a wireless
and light device.
As with the other pen or pipette approaches we copied the
files over the network.
5.1.3 Exchange dot
The concept of the exchange dot we presented during the
contextual inquiry was really favored by many participants
although many users were scared of damaging or scratch-
ing the display. Also the size of the non-functional proto-
type was criticized. It was too big and too unhandy.
So our first idea was to use a tabletop computer. This would
give the possibility to detect the device. Also the more ro- First ideas was to
use a tabletop
computer.
bust surface of a tabletop computer would help that users
were not scared to damage something. But including a
tabletop computer into the setup would make a compari-
son of the interactions even more difficult since there were
differences in mouse input and touch input [Sasangohar
et al., 2009]. So we decided to set a fixed position for the
exchange dot during the study and So detection was not
needed.
One big issue was the size of our non-functional proto-
type. So we created a new small version of the exchange
dot which we cut out of black acrylic glass. Since we did
not use any detection we set the position of the device fixed
for this study and programmed a small application which
detected when files were dropped in the region of the ex-
change dot. The files were then copied in the background
onto a server while the user got the impression the data was
really on the exchange dot.
Still there was the problem how to release the data from
the exchange dot. Since our first approach of a GUI was
rejected in the contextual inquiry and the solutions of Hy-
perdragging and LightSpace were not that simple to inte-
grate in a normal operating system, we decided to present
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the data in a customized file manger window. Although
this solution was simple the interaction of this technique
stayed untouched. Since we did not have detection we did
this part as a Wizard of Oz experiment and started the cus-
tomized file manager window manually (Figure 5.2).Device recognition
was setup as Wizard
of Oz experiment.
Figure 5.2: Exchange dot with GUI support to paste data
on a device.
5.1.4 USB flash drive with graphical user interface
As the idea of connecting the virtual world and the real
world with each other and showing a GUI at the position
where the USB flash drive was plugged in was desired by
a big group of participants we decided to include it into
our user study. This experiment we set up as Wizard of Oz
experiment and decided again for a customized file man-
ager window (Figure 5.3). From the contextual inquiry we
knew that the users favor a file manger like behavior for
such a GUI it was obviously the best solution to provide a
file manger window.
The Modbook already had a USB slot on one side of the dis-
play. So it could stay unchanged. The Wacom Cintiq dis-
play did not have a USB slot and so we had to mount a USB
extension cable at one side. With the USB extension cable
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Figure 5.3: USB flash drive with additional GUI to support
the data exchange.
participants were able to plug in the USB flash drive while
we started the customized file manger window to show up.
5.1.5 Common data exchange methods
As we have already mentioned we also included common
data exchange methods into the study. We had two reasons
for this decision. First we wanted to compare the time that USB flash drive and
Dropbox were
included in the study.
people needed to exchange the data with common methods
and with the new presented methods. The second reason
were the results of our survey. From the results we saw that
cloud services like Dropbox have got more popular and are
already capable to exchange data with nearly all devices.
We decided to use the USB flash drive since it was the most
popular exchange method. To represent cloud services we
decided to use Dropbox since we thought it was the most
common one. We installed Dropbox in its default configu-
ration without any customizations.
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5.1.6 Study survey
Each participant also got a small survey where we asked
some questions concerning computer usage and personal
information. We asked the participant about his experi-
ence concerning Mac Os X and stylus pen input because
this could have influence on the results.
The survey included a 5-Likert scale for each exchange
method the participant used in the survey. A new inter-Study survey with
5-Likert scale was
provided.
action method could improve the productivity and speed
but without a user who wanted to use it, it was useless.
The list with all survey questions can be found in appendix
A—“Summary Forms”.
5.2 Results of the study
5.2.1 Study statistics
In the study we had 15 participants aged between 21 and
33. Six of the participants were female and nine were male.
We had three Mac Os X users in the study and twelve Win-
dows users. Three of the users had experience with stylus
pen input.
We separately took the times the participants needed to
copy the data on the one computer and to paste the data on
the other computer. As we can see the in Figure 5.4 there is
a difference in the average time the user needed to copy the
three files. With the new concepts the participants seemed
to copy the three files faster than with Dropbox or the USB
flash drive. When we look at the average times the par-Interactions with the
new approaches
were a lot faster.
ticipants needed to paste the three file the results are quite
similar (Figure 5.5). With most of the exchange methods the
participants were faster when pasting the data. Only with
Dropbox the participants needed more time to paste the file
than to copy them. Compared with pipette the participants
needed more than double of time. So it seems that the new
methods improve the data exchange in regard to the speed.
So we tested if these results were really significant:
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Figure 5.4: Average time a participant needed to copy the files per exchange
method
Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had
been violated, χ2(9) = 62, 89, p < 0.001, therefore degrees
of freedom were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates
of sphericity (ε = 0.40). The results show that the time to
copy files was significantly affected by the exchange method,
F (1.6, 22.29) = 14.64, p < 0.001, ω2 = 0.35.
Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had
been violated, χ2(9) = 40, 51, p < 0.001, therefore degrees
of freedom were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates
of sphericity (ε = 0.41). The results show that the time to
paste files was significantly affected by the exchange method,
F (1.65, 23.12) = 33.05, p < 0.001, ω2 = 0.61.
So both tests show that there is a significant difference in
regard to the exchange technique.
With the pipette device as can be seen in figures 5.4 and
5.5 the participants were able to copy and paste the three
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Figure 5.5: Average time a participant needed to paste the files per exchange
method
files the fastest. The difference of means in Table 5.1 showsPipette was the
fastest method. that especially compared to today’s exchange method it is
significantly faster in copying the data. For pasting data the
differences are even a little bit greater (Table 5.2). When we
compare pipette with the other presented new interaction
methods there are still differences but they are mostly not
significant. Only in pasting the pipette device time needed
to fulfill the task was significant faster compared with the
USB flash drive with GUI.
The same effects show up for the other new presented ex-
change methods. Compared with today’s exchange meth-
ods they are significantly faster in coping the data as well as
in pasting the data (Tables 5.1 and 5.2). When we compare
them with each other we can see tendencies but there are
no significant differences with the exception from above.
With these significant results we expected to see people fa-
voring the new exchange techniques because they are sig-
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USB Flash Drive
Method Mean Diff. Std. Error p
Dropbox -0.078 0.687 1.000
Flash Drive with GUI 2.576* 0.681 0.020
Pipette 3.429* 0.920 0.022
Exchange Dot 2.889 0.962 0.095
Dropbox
Method Mean Diff. Std. Error p
USB Flash Drive 0.078 0.687 1.000
Flash Drive with GUI 2.653* 0.476 0.001
Pipette 3.507* 0.561 <0.001
Exchange Dot 2.967* 0.510 <0.001
Flash Drive with GUI
Method Mean Diff. Std. Error p
USB Flash Drive -2.576* 0.681 0.020
Dropbox -2.653* 0.476 0.001
Pipette 0.853 0.382 0.424
Exchange Dot 0.313 0.376 1.000
Pipette
Method Mean Diff. Std. Error p
USB Flash Drive -3.429* 0.920 0.022
Dropbox -3.507* 0.561 <0.001
Flash Drive with GUI -0.853 0.382 0.424
Exchange Dot -0.540 0.169 0.065
Exchange Dot
Method Mean Diff. Std. Error p
USB Flash Drive -2.889 0.962 0.095
Dropbox -2.967* 0.510 <0.001
Flash Drive with GUI -0.313 0.376 1.000
Pipette 0.540 0.169 0.065
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
Table 5.1: The differences between group means for coping the three files
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USB Flash Drive
Method Mean Diff. Std. Error p
Dropbox -1.729* 0.316 0.001
Flash Drive with GUI 1.676 0.515 0.057
Pipette 3.778* 0.775 0.002
Exchange Dot 3.051* 0.774 0.015
Dropbox
Method Mean Diff. Std. Error p
USB Flash Drive 1.729* 0.316 0.001
Flash Drive with GUI 3.404* 0.453 <0.001
Pipette 5.507* 0.605 <0.001
Exchange Dot 4.780* 0.619 <0.001
Flash Drive with GUI
Method Mean Diff. Std. Error p
USB Flash Drive -1.676 0.515 0.057
Dropbox -3.404* 0.453 <0.001
Pipette 2.102* 0.444 0.003
Exchange Dot 1.376 0.534 0.219
Pipette
Method Mean Diff. Std. Error p
USB Flash Drive -3.778* 0.775 0.002
Dropbox -5.507* 0.605 <0.001
Flash Drive with GUI -2.102* 0.444 0.003
Exchange Dot -0.727 0.235 0.080
Exchange Dot
Method Mean Diff. Std. Error p
USB Flash Drive -3.051* 0.774 0.015
Dropbox -4.780* 0.619 <0.001
Flash Drive with GUI -1.376 0.534 0.219
Pipette 0.727 0.235 0.080
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
Table 5.2: The differences between group means for pasting the three files
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nificantly faster. In figure 5.6 we plotted the results of the
5-Likert scale from the survey in a box plot diagram. As
can be seen the medians really differ between the exchange
methods. The median of the exchange dot is with a value of New interaction
techniques were
higher rated in the
5-Likert scale.
five the highest as the median of the USB flash drive is the
lowest with three. But when we take a closer look at the box
plot it is striking how large the lower and higher quantile
is spread out for some exchange techniques. Especially for
the pipette device and for the exchange dot the quantiles
are wide spread.
So we tried to test the data for significants:
We ran a Friedman’s Test which showed that there are no signifi-
cant preferred device (χ2(4) = 2.05, p > 0.05).
From the graph we already expected that we would not be
able to show significants. It seemed that some of the partic-
ipants preferred the new interaction methods to the com-
mon ones as other users sticked to the old methods. We
will discuss other possible reasons for this in section 5.3—
“Summary and conclusion”
5.2.2 Observations during the study
In this section we will report about additional observations
we made during the study which cannot be found in statis-
tical data or can help to explain some of the data.
Because we did not make any restriction in regard to how
participants should copy the files we could see a lot of dif-
ferent techniques to copy files. Three of the participants
copied files onto the USB flash drive and into Dropbox
by using the context menu. One participant switched be- Some participants
copied files with
context menu.
tween using the context menu and moving the files with
drag&drop. Since the usage of the context menu is one of
the slowest methods to copy files those participants were
much slower compared with the others.
The fastest participants during the study used the keyboard
to support the selection process and then dragged the data
into the desired location. Nobody used the keyboard short-
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Exchange Dot
Pipette
Flash Drive with GUI
Dropbox
USB Flash Drive
strongly
agree
agreeneither 
agree nor
disagree
disagreestrongly 
disagree
I liked the Exchange Method and Would use it
Figure 5.6: Results of the 5-Likert scale from the study survey.
cuts to copy the data. A possible explanation for this is the
different keyboard layout for Mac Os X.
Since we used a server to transport the data for the pipette
device and the network connection was so fast some users
really believed that the data was actually on the device.
5.3 Summary and conclusion
As already described before you can see that the new inter-
action techniques are significant faster compared with the
common methods USB flash drive and Dropbox. The new
interaction techniques are faster in the copy action as well
as in the paste action. Although the differences between
the new techniques are not significant we see hints that the
pipette concept is the fastest technique.
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Although the participants need less time with the new in-
teraction methods this effect is not reflected in their pre-
ferred exchange technique. One reason can be that people
just stick to the exchange method they already know be-
cause they have proved its value over the years. Another Some participants
sticked to the
common exchange
methods.
explanation can be that they do not believe that such an in-
teraction will really improve their daily work.
Some of the participants obviously favor cloud services.
Most of them stick to this exchange method although the
interaction is slower because of the features and services a
cloud service offers. Especially the spontaneous and un-
planned access to the data that is possible with a cloud ser-
vice is not provided with the new exchange techniques.
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Chapter 6
Summary and future
work
6.1 Summary and contributions
Since we started with this thesis we have found a lot of
cross-device data exchange techniques which we presented
in chapter 2—“Related work”. Due to the lack of a classi-
fication schema we presented them in a chronological or-
der to show the development over the time. The only
evaluation in regard to cross-device data exchange which
were done by Nacenta et al. [2005] focused on multiple
display reaching and provided a classification schema that
was only for those techniques. So we created our own clas- Only one other
evaluation was
made, yet.
sification schema and classified the different approaches by
their interaction in chapter 3.1—“Classification by interac-
tion of the common exchange techniques”.
After the classification we discussed about the different
data exchange methods, their weaknesses and showed
which techniques are outdated from today’s point of view.
We chose a list of candidates which are, with small modifi-
cations, still up-to-date and that are comparable on an equal
level. This list contain the pipette concept, the concept of
transporting data with daily objects, a GUI to support the
data exchange like presented in the passage concept or the
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mediaBlocks and the exchange dot which was created from
the hyperdragging concept.
From these candidates and the possible modifications
we built non-functional prototypes which we presented
the users in the contextual inquiry in chapter 4—“Non-
functional prototypes, contextual inquiry and survey”. InNon-functional
prototypes were built
from all evaluation
candidates.
the contextual inquiry we got a lot of feedback from the par-
ticipants and could already figure out which new designs
would not work and which concepts we could already ex-
clude from the study. The concept to use a daily object to
transport data was rejected by the majority of the partici-
pants for several good reasons. So this was the first candi-
date we excluded from our list. The study also supported
us to find the preferred design for a pipette device. All the
feedback we got we used to redesign the concepts.
We also researched in the aspect how the users exchange
data today. To find out which are the most popular cross-
device data exchange methods today and why the users
prefer them we created a survey. This survey was filled
out by 140 participants aged between 15 and 70 years. The
results of the survey showed that for the data exchange
between computers the USB flash drive is most preferred.Survey showed that
USB flash drive is
the most preferred
exchange method.
But also the data exchange via email and cloud services
are quite popular. In general the users feel a lack of cross-
device data exchange techniques for their mobile devices.
It seems that there is room for improvements and new con-
cepts.
We found that there is a significant difference between ex-
perts and non experts in regard to the preferred exchange
method as well as in regard to satisfaction. More experi-
enced users are in general more dissatisfied with today’s
exchange techniques. Average users prefer the USB flash
drive while more experienced users favor cloud services.
These differences have to be considered in evaluations as
well as for new cross-device data exchange methods. So
when a new cross-device data exchange method gets devel-
oped people should think about who they want to address
with this method.
We also found that desktop operating systems did not
seem to have a significant effect on the preferred exchange
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method. This is different to mobile operating systems
where the influence is significant in regard to the preferred
exchange method. Again this shows the lack of open, plat-
form independent cross-device exchange techniques.
With the feedback and criticism we got in the contextual
inquiry we redesigned and implemented our prototypes
for the user study. After we saw the high popularity of Contextual inquiry
helped to improve
prototypes.
the USB flash drive and cloud services we decided to in-
clude them in the study. Especially that the experts tend to
user cloud services could be hint that cloud services are the
future for cross-device data exchange. For the user study
in chapter 5—“User study” we decided for any synthetic
study in which we created conditions that make it possi-
ble to compare the different methods which each other. So
in the study the participants had to copy three files from
one computer onto another and they had five trials each.
We measured their times to compare the different exchange
methods.
The result of this study is that the new cross-device data ex-
change methods are significantly faster in copying the data
as well as in pasting the data. Especially the pipette concept HCI approaches
were a lot faster than
common exchange
methods.
is really fast and participants only needed half the time for
the interaction as for the USB flash drive. Within the new
exchange methods the differences are smaller and not re-
ally significant. In general the pipette concept is the fastest
followed by the exchange dot.
Although the users were able to fulfill the tasks faster with
all three of the presented exchange methods they were not
completely confidence with the methods. The 5-Likert scale
from the study survey shows that many users favored the
new approaches over today’s exchange methods but there
is also a group that rejected the new methods and sticked
to the common ones.
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6.2 Future work
6.2.1 Get more feedback from users
Although we can find significant differences in regard to
time between the different exchange methods the users’
feedback does not show a clear favorite. In this aspect
we have to investigate more either by a second larger user
study or by a long-term user study. Either our study was
too small to show significantly which cross-device data ex-
change method the users prefer or there is another effect.
We believe that a group of persons stick to the common ex-
change technique because it has already proved its value.
So if users get more time to collect experience with the new
data exchange methods and use them daily and not in a lab-
oratory environment we will certainly get different results.
6.2.2 Comparison of the cross-device data exchange
techniques on other devices
Due to time constrains we were only able to focus on the
data exchange between computers. But it would also be in-
teresting how the cross-device data exchange methods per-
form on other devices like tabletop computer, smartphones
and tablet computer. Since the survey shows that people
see a lack of data exchange methods for mobile devices it
will be interesting to see how the exchange methods would
perform and if they are able to increase the users’ satis-
faction. The pipette concept will be a perfect candidate
for data exchange between mobilephones, tablet comput-
ers and normal computers. The exchange dot can be a good
candidate to evaluate the data exchange between comput-
ers and tabletop computers.
6.2.3 Evaluating other exchange methods
Especially in regard to collaborative work there are many
interesting approaches we had to exclude because of time
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constraints. It will be interesting to revisit them and make
another evaluation focusing on group sharing mainly.
From the survey we can see that people today use email
and Dropbox to share data in a group and to work collabo-
ratively. So there is the need to have cross-device data ex-
change methods for collaborative work. There are already
several approaches but another study focusing on this as-
pect will be useful.
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Appendix A
Summary Forms
The following form were used for the contextual inquiry
and the user study respectively. The question from the con-
textual inquiry survey were also used to create an online
survey in Google Docs. In the survey we followed Mayer
[2008] in his recommendation for questionnaires.
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